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ThinkFastToys Boosts Revenue and ROI with Amazon Sponsored Products 
 

 

Advertised close to 17,000 products 

Generated nearly $175,000 in sales 

ROI of $30 in revenue for every dollar spent 
 

 

Company Information : ThinkFastToys  (a unit of E-Revolut ion Ventures ), ThinkFastToys.com 

Powered by : Ama zon Sponsored Products 
 
 
 

ThinkFastToys offers everything from the latest top-selling games and toys 

to classic favorites, and passionately believes that Amazon customers will 

love its products.  “Years ago, we recognized  Amazon Marketplace  as a 

big sales channel and a key part of the strategy to grow our business,” 

says Stu Eisenman, President and CFO of ThinkFastToys. “The next step 

was to surface our products among the thousands of sellers’ listings, so 

we became an early adopter of Amazon Sponsored Products.”  The cost- 

per-click (CPC) advertising program prominently positions the company’s 

products in customer search results on Amazon.com. 

 
Capitalizing on Search Adver tising Experience 

ThinkFastToys uses Sponsored Products to group items into ads associated 

with specific search keywords.  “We’ve learned a lot about search relevancy 

for specific types of products, and that’s what makes Sponsored Products 

the right fit for us,” he says. “Customers are already browsing on Amazon, 

so when their search results for our targeted keywords show them exactly 

what they’re looking for, they’re going to buy. This is a much better 

business value compared  to what other CPC models offer.” 
 

 
Help  Boost Sales of Underper forming  Products 

With Sponsored Products, ThinkFastToys helps their customers find 

interesting but lesser-known items as well as bargains and clearance 

sales that move inventory fast. “The best part is that it makes our 

underperforming products more popular, which leads to higher sales,” says 

Eisenman. But, just as important,  even if a click doesn’t convert to a sale, 

“Sponsored  Products also identifies items that need our attention. If an ad 

increases click-through rates but not sales, we know something’s wrong 

with our pricing or messaging.” He adds that this type of sales conversion 

data is essential for developing  ad strategies that maximize revenue. 

Excellent Return on Investment 

Eisenman cites specific examples of how tiny investments can make a big 

difference in revenue. “For a diaper bag with a rank of 34,000,  we spent 6 

cents on an ad, raising its profile and generating $60  in sales. Another 

example is a toy with a rank of 45,000,  where 30 cents in ad spend 

generated $360  of revenue.  Those are huge returns.”  While not all keyword 

ads create 1,000-fold ROI, they nearly always generate  a sales lift for 

ThinkFastToys, which runs ads for nearly 17,000  products. The result, says 

Eisenman, is that “Sponsored  Products is responsible for generating 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in annual revenue.” 
 

 
 

With low cost-per-click, Amazon 

Sponsored Products is a great 

return on investment and has 

generated nearly $175,000 in 

sales, resulting in $30 in revenue 

for every dollar spent.” 
 

Stu Eisenman, President and CFO, ThinkFastToys 
 
 

Running ads with Sponsored Products proved successful early on, so 

ThinkFastToys invested in an employee dedicated to managing campaigns 

full-time, which allowed the company to scale advertising to cover its entire 

product catalog. “Since the ROI was there,  we decided  to do this right and 

do it fully. This is consistent with the kind of company we are: if something 

works, we embrace it all out, and Sponsored Products works.”
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